The system

There are two different ways to play it. And a combined one

First way, select a table, and start writing in a paper the spins.
You will then bet those numbers that appear 3 times in 30 or less spins.
Bet them for 60 spins and with a flat bet always.
While playing this number, others may also qualify, and you then play them at the same time in the same manner.

Top numbers of a wheel have a tendency to appear in cycles.
They may suddenly hit a number of times and then drift away for a while and then return more frequently.
Because we will be starting play sooner rather than later, we are hoping that the number that has appeared 3 times in 30 spins, is one of the top numbers.

Allowing play on this number to last for a minimum of 60 spins, we are giving that number a chance to drift slightly, yet we will be on it should it not drift but reappears as frequently as possible.
During the vast amount of research that I have done, I found that not many poor numbers hit 3 times within 30 spins, so it is unlikely that we will be playing poor numbers too often.

Below, you will find a scorecard showing the results of 120 spins.

10 Numbers qualified during play, and the moment that they qualified I have shaded them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>28</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As you can see play started after spin number 15, when a straight up bet would be placed on number 12.

At spin number 23, number 31 then qualified.

This would also then be played at the same time as number 12.

The results from when play started at spin number 15 to when it finished at spin number 120 are shown below.
Number 12          won  75 units.
Number 31          won  11 units.
Number 9           lost  60 units.
Number 13          won  35 units.
Number 23          lost  20 spins.
Number 16          won  53 units.
Number 26          lost  42 units.
Number 8           won  37 units.
Number 36          lost  25 units.
Number 20          lost  17 units.

The total result for this play would have produced a 47 unit profit.

The scorecard and wheel used were nothing special, and were only used as an example of what can happen. They are theoretic spins numbers.

You will have wins much larger than this along the way.

You can also quit before, the author recommends:

In this way of playing: to quit if you are winning more than 80 chips before spin 80, or more than 50 before spin 110. Also if you are down and suddenly you hit 4 or 5 times in less than 10 spins, play 2 or 3 more spins and walk away. This is for the cases you are losing and probably this session will finish with a little lose. But however the author says the best way is to follow the rules up to spin 120. He says in the long run you will win much more than what you can lose. The bankroll suggested is 300 to 400 chips, you choose by this way to limit the losses.
The second way:

Note 120 spins, then bet straight up (flat bet) those numbers that hit most. Remember never bet more than 10 numbers! Bet them for 30 spins.
Time to quit: in winning times, keep betting until spin 30, or quit when you win more than 150 chips. I usually bet until spin 30.
While losing, keep betting until spin 30 (really spin 150) When recover losses if they were more than 100 chips, quit. If they were less than 100 chips, keep betting until spin 30 (150). The player may think the bank is 300 chips, but not. Why? First you don’t have to play always 10 numbers, let’s see an example

Number     times spun

16       8
0        7
6        7
34       6
36       6
17       5
15       4
7        4
4        3
21       3

Numbers 4 and 21 will not be played, because they are the last ones and they have the same time spun. Also 3 times in 120 is a few amount of times, so you will bet 8 numbers.
The bank of 200 is to prevent a very bad session, so you limit your losses. You will only play 10 numbers if the last ones don’t have the same amount, and if the last has at least hit 4 times.

The combined way
It is easy, you first play the 1st way, and stop playing on spin 120. Then play the second way.

Important
Some numbers may qualify for the second way but not for the first, and vice versa.
Remember always play flat bets
Sometimes you will have to be patient, while you are playing less than 3 numbers, winnings will occur every 10 or 40 spins. You will notice this the first time you play it at casino, you begin playing one number, 20 spins passed another qualifies but not winning, then 10 spins more another qualifies and one of the group hit again! You waited more than 30 spins. While you are approaching to spin 100 the winnings are closer one from the other. That’s why if you win immediately a lot, (not too often) then quit, and start again or go home.

The author says: I always play in the same casino, and after weeks of playing at a table I can recognize if it has some bias or if it is excellent –good-or fair to my system, there are not bad tables, only some bad nights. Hope you enjoy and win a lot like me.
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